Fabrication of Interconnecting Through-holes for Polymer Microfluidic Devices in Modular Systems

Abstract

A hot embossing process capable of producing through-holes in a polymer substrate via finite element analysis and experimental embossing was proposed. One of the main challenges of through-hole fabrication via hot embossing is the removal of a residual layer that remains at the bottom of the polymer substrate, without affecting the structure of the mold pins. The classic hot embossing process was modified to increase replication fidelity and the life cycle of the mold insert. A secondary polymer substrate, polysulfone (PSU), was used as a buffer substrate to reduce wear from the mold insert pins. The buffer substrate acted as a residual layer receptor by removing it from the polymer substrate during molding. Process parameters can be controlled to achieve high replication quality by assuring complete removal of the residual layer. Thus, understanding the polymer flow behavior could be used as a stepping-stone in the development of a through-hole manufacturing tool in hot embossing. Through-hole fabrication could be analyzed via finite element analysis to determine the appropriate process parameters before manufacturing. Compared to previous hot embossing processes, this novel technique requires no alignment tools, which facilitates the manufacturing process, and introduces the capability of simultaneous through-hole fabrication in a single-operation process.
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